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§ Job Bank (www.jobbank.gc.ca) is a free job-posting
service provided by the Federal Government to all
Canadians. Employers have the option to create a
profile; upon approval, they can then post job offers.

§ Job seekers are able to access these positions in two
ways. Standard Job Search and Job Matching

§ Several additional tools are available to assist the Job
Seeker with their job search; such as resume builder,
job alert, job search tips, and career navigator

Job Bank for Employers

§ Employers can post job advertisements 24 hours a day,
7 days a week using the “Job Bank for Employers” Web
site

§ Job offers received by fax, e-mail, Internet and
telephone must be published simultaneously in both
French and English within 24 business hours

§ 70,356,222 Job Bank Web site visits in 2008-2009

§ 1,138,233 Job Bank employer advertisements posted in
2008-2009

Job Bank for Employers

http://www.jobbank.gc.ca
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Building the Automated Translation System

§ In 2002 - rudimentary automated system: very poor results

§ Estimated cost for human translation of all job offers
(450,000 jobs at the time) without relying on technology
was $25 million

§ Requirement and solution studies conducted

§ Recommendations: Job Bank developed pre-translated
checklists, an automated system to translate free text and
hired a team of posteditors

Integration Steps
§ 2004-2005

§ NStein, automated translation system
§ MultiCorpora R&D, Multitrans Pro translation

memory
§ Specialized dictionaries for machine translation

continued to the be updated
§ 2006-2007

§ UltraLingua, Grammatica replaces Wintertree
spelling checker

§ 2008 to present
§ Continued improvements to the automated

translation system ensure optimal operation
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Detailed Statistics10

Automated Translation System
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Postediting
requests

NC-epd_dgpe-jbtr_rtge-gd
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NO
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Collector3

JBFE 1 QC1 SASK1

Grammar and spelling
checker2

MultiTrans
Translation

Memory6

Spelling and Grammar Checker

§ Customized entries are added on a weekly basis to a
single file

§ Has been integrated into the JBFE interface

Grammar and
spelling checker2
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Oracle Database

§ Archives offers and their post-edited equivalents in a
database

§ Automatically posts offers that are identical (100%
match) along with their translation

§ Of all offers posted to the JB site, 45% are reproduced
by the database

Oracle Database5

Text from the Database
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Translation Memory

§ Consists of one corpus per language pair, created
from full sentences extracted from job offers

§ Automatically reproduces translations of repetitive
sentences in job offers

§ Approximately 15% of offers posted have been
100% or partially text matched by the Translation
Memory

§ New corpora updated every quarter

MultiTrans
Translation Memory6

Text from the Translation Memory

Dictionaries

Memory

Source
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Dictionaries

§ A multiple dictionary structure of 10 specialized
dictionaries (employment-related words and
expressions) activated simultaneously; includes a
specialized dictionary of geographical names (1200)

§ Mistranslated terms are extracted from offers revised
by the postediting team and from the National
Occupational Classification (NOC) system

§ Idiomatic expressions that cannot be translated
literally are added as customized entries

§ Updates sent to Systems as required

Dictionaries8

Text from the Dictionaries

Source

Dictionaries
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§ Saves revised texts in a database
§ Option for posteditors to enter suggestions into the

Dictionaries from the revision interface
§ Includes links to resources and improvements to the

JBTR interface aimed at increasing productivity

Job Bank Translation Revision Interface

JBTR
Interface9

§ Methodology for evaluating the quality of translated
texts

§ Evaluation grid :
§ Intelligibility (text clarity)
§ Adequacy (equivalence between texts)
§ Language quality (spelling, grammar)
§ Symbols and typography (“ ”, ( ), $, …)

Evaluation of Machine Translation
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Evaluation Grid

10%20%40%30%WEIGHTING

0 = 3 or more errors
1 = 2 errors
2 = 1 error
3 = No errors

0 = 3 or more errors
1 = 2 errors
2 = 1 error
3 = No errors

0 = Nothing is properly
translated
1 = A third of the ideas are
properly translated
2 = Two-thirds of the ideas are
properly translated
3 = All ideas are properly
translated

0 = Incomprehensible text
1 = Certain elements are
understandable, but the
general meaning is lost
2 = The general meaning
is understandable, even if
some elements are unlcear
3 = The text perfectly
understandable

SCORING

Read the target sentence.
Count the number of errors.

Read the target
sentence. Count the
number of spelling,
grammar and syntax
errors.

Read each sentence,
comparing the source and
target. Determine the number
of ideas in each sentence,
count those which are well
translated and assign points
accordingly.

Read only the target
sentence. Answer the
following question: Is the
text comprehensible at
first reading?

METHODOLOGY

Respect for typographical
rules in the target language:
symbols, capitalization,
punctuation, date and hour
formats, parentheses,
quotation marks, currency,
etc.

Respect for spelling,
grammar (agreements,
conjugations, etc.) and
syntax (sentence
structure) in the target
language.

Semantic equivalence between
the source and target texts.

Clarity, comprehensibility
and logic of the text.

DEFINITION

SYMBOLS AND
TYPOGRAPHY

LANGUAGE
QUALITY

ADEQUACYINTELLIGIBILITY

Offers posted with linguistic quality assured

(100%) Total offers translated

(10%) Without free text

(45%) Recurring texts database

(15%) Translation Memory

(30%) Machine Translation with
dictionaries – Offers
post-edited within 24
business hours
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Next Steps

§ Ongoing refinements of the dictionaries, translation memory and
database

§ Continued improvements to the pre-translated NOC checklists

§ Continued improvements to the translation system to ensure optimal
operation

Questions?
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